
CELEBRATING JAHJA LING
A CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE MAESTRO 
AND CEO MARTHA GILMER

     I always remind myself that when 
you think you have done something 
great and the orchestra has played 
something magical, that’s fi ne, 
but remember: MUSIC NEVER 
STOPS . The possibility of exploring 
what’s inside is LIMITLESS .



About 500 PEOP LE  from San Diego fl ew 
to New York to witness this event at Carnegie 
Hall, and it showed that the orchestra they are 
supporting is worthy on the world stage.

Jahja Ling has transformed the San Diego Symphony. When he 
joined as Artistic Director in the 2004-05 season, Ling met an 
orchestra still recovering from the most challenging period in 
the history of the organization. There were positions to be fi lled—
dozens of them, in fact; but more importantly, there was also a 
sense of pride and joy in music-making to be reaffi  rmed. In the 
years since, Ling has not only rebuilt the orchestra member by 
member; he has also spearheaded a vigorous recording eff ort 
and taken the orchestra on its fi rst international tour. Now, San 
Diego Symphony stands as a musical organization poised for the 
world stage.

The 2016-17 season is Jahja Ling’s last as Music Director of 
the San Diego Symphony Orchestra, but he will stay on as the 
orchestra’s fi rst-ever Conductor Laureate. CEO Martha Gilmer 
sat down with him to refl ect on his time with the orchestra, on 
what has inspired his approach and what he hopes for the San 
Diego Symphony’s future. 

MARTHA GILMER: In 2003 you conducted the San Diego Symphony 
and the following season you became its Music Director. At that time, you 
said to the audience, “You haven’t seen anything yet.” How did you know 
where to start in terms of building this orchestra? 

JAHJA LING: When I was hired, the search committee told me, “You 
have to hire about 25 new members and mostly principal players.” Some of 
my colleagues heard that and said, “Wow, usually people inherit a complete 
orchestra.” I had to start right away by holding auditions. It was a lot of hard 
work, but I was very happy because it was also an opportunity to rebuild this 
orchestra into something more special than before.   

The important thing to know during an audition is how to choose the right 
person for the job. It is not only a matter of great playing but also how the 
musician can fi t into the ensemble. Each time I worked closely with the 
audition committee. We all listened and worked together as a team.  

In 13 years, I have appointed more than 65 members of the orchestra. The 
good thing is that the existing members from before and the new members 
are working well together. It’s a really great mixture of some with vast 
experience and some who are new, who bring fresh ideas and spontaneity.   

But a message to remember is that it takes persistent work and it is a 
gradual process. It is certainly not overnight. All my mentors worked hard 
to maintain the quality of their orchestras: Leonard Bernstein, Christoph 
von Dohnányi, Edo de Waart, Kurt Masur, Otto-Werner Mueller. They all 
had one message: Always keep the musical integrity. Once we understand 
that, everyone commits to the spirit and has the same goal. 

MG: You’ve known many orchestras in your career, but the Cleveland 
sound is something you always speak of. When you thought about creating 
this ensemble, what were you looking for in terms of sound?

JL: Well, my relationship with the Cleveland Orchestra has lasted for 32 
years now and continues.  Either consciously or subconsciously I am always 
infl uenced by that orchestra, which I appreciate very much. Their trademark 
is transparency, articulation, nuance and elegance. 

Sound concept is built upon a long tradition. When in 1988 I conducted 
the Leipzig Gewandhaus under the invitation of Kurt Masur, that orchestra, 
even after 200-something years, still maintained the quality of sound 
that Mendelssohn, their fi rst music director, started. I was absolutely in 
awe to see, on the wall, portraits of Felix Mendelssohn, Arthur Nikisch, 
Bruno Walter and Wilhelm Furtwängler—all of the music directors of the 
Gewandhaus who have carried on that tradition. What I have wanted to 
do is to establish a tradition that allows for a blend—a way to balance the 
German and American traditions.  

I feel that an orchestra should sound like whatever the composer requires in 
his composition. If they play a Mozart work and it sounds like Mozart, that’s 
a great orchestra. Cleveland is one of the few orchestras that does this 
extremely well. I am happy that our orchestra has now become accustomed 
to the style, tradition, sound, balance and articulation of those classical 
masters. When we played Mahler’s Sixth last season, which we had done 
eight years ago, I noticed how it had developed and grown. This growth is 
something I’m very grateful for and I feel very blessed to see it happening.



Always keep the MUSICAL INTEGRITY. Once we understand 
that, everyone commits to the spirit and has the same goal.

MG: In addition to its musical abilities, this orchestra has a great shared 
humanity—a sort of culture that is not to be taken for granted. How has 
that developed, and how does it contribute to the music-making?

JL: Well, it’s very important that an orchestra is a kind of community on its 
own. The orchestra goes through so much together. They want to bring the 
music to the highest level. Leonard Bernstein always said to me, “You have 
to live the music. You have to play the phrase that goes through to peoples’ 
hearts and souls.” I have heard some cynical people say, “If you give an 
orchestra a clear downbeat and a paycheck, they’ll play.” But that is not a 
life in music. Life is striving to make the notes that are on the paper come 
alive into sounds and phrases that move people's hearts. And so you search 
for meaning together and in so doing, you become a team. Our musicians 
also go out into the community in small ensembles, taking performances 
of classical music to diff erent constituencies, including children in schools. 
We also bring more than ten thousand children into our hall for Young 
People’s Concerts every year. These are all ways of uniting both with each 
other and with the community of San Diego.

MG: We all know that there are times in music that are magical. When 
you look back on your performances with this orchestra, were there ever 
times when you fi nished a piece and said, “Okay, that was as good as I can 
imagine it to be”? 

JL: I have had great moments with this orchestra, but I always remind 
myself that when you think you have done something great and the 
orchestra has played something magical, that’s fi ne, but remember: music 
never stops. The possibility of exploring what’s inside is limitless.

The excitement of a live performance is that it always changes as life and 
history constantly evolve. The weather may be diff erent, the audience is 
diff erent, the orchestra mood is diff erent. I remember one of the most 
moving concerts I attended was Bernstein conducting Mahler’s Ninth 
Symphony at Tanglewood in 1979. After the concert on that Sunday 
afternoon, no one could move. We were all in tears. That concert can never 
be duplicated. But is that it? Of course, Bernstein would never be satisfi ed.  

When Christoph von Dohnányi was here to conduct Beethoven’s Fifth 
Symphony, I asked him, “Can I show you around San Diego?” He said, 
“When I guest conduct, I stay in my room and need to study scores.” He 
was 84 at that time. For Beethoven’s Fifth, he still had to study? That’s the 
spirit of someone great, who knows that the search for music continues. 

MG: One of the most remarkable moments in the life of this orchestra was 
when you went with them to Carnegie Hall and subsequently to China. How 
did that experience change the orchestra? 

JL: Well, great orchestras always tour. It is important that the orchestra 
visits other cities’ concert halls and audiences. This simply helps the 
orchestra to grow—playing in diff erent acoustics and coming together in 
those experiences.  

Every musician has dreamt of playing at Carnegie Hall. After we celebrated 
the Orchestra’s Centennial, we started our plan to play in Carnegie Hall. 
The opportunity came at a time that we were also invited to China, in part 
because I am the fi rst and still only conductor of Chinese descent to hold 
a major U.S. orchestra music director position. They have wonderful new 
halls now in Beijing and Shanghai and even in Yantai, which is our sister city.  

So we decided to do these concerts. It was the orchestra’s fi rst time 
playing in Carnegie Hall, and our hall is very diff erent. We had only one 
rehearsal and we had to adjust drastically to the hall. I know that rehearsal 
was diffi  cult but it was a great education for the orchestra. Then, as our 
orchestra is not known in New York, we sought a well-known soloist to join 
us. We were happy that Lang Lang changed his schedule for us. Our concert 
was completely sold out. After the fi rst half, everyone loved Lang Lang and 
the audience gave a standing ovation. But after the second half, when we 
played Prokofi ev’s Fifth Symphony, we had a similar reaction from the New 
York audience, who are used to hearing the greatest of orchestras. 

I think that confi rmed our status in this country—that we are an important 
orchestra and people know about us now. In China, it was the same thing 
which, for me, was unbelievable because the Chinese audience is very 



Life is striving to make the notes that are on the paper come alive into 
sounds and phrases that move people's hearts. And so you search for 
meaning together and in so doing, YOU BECOME A TEAM.

diff erent. It is a much younger audience. They may never have heard the 
Prokofi ev in a live concert before, but they had such a favorable reaction, 
asking us to play encore after encore. Those are things that are so important 
for the orchestra to feel. And that goes to our hometown community too! 
About 500 people from San Diego fl ew to New York to witness this event 
at Carnegie Hall, and it showed that the orchestra they are supporting is 
worthy on the world stage. 

MG: So you’ll continue to live in San Diego, and you’ll continue to conduct 
the orchestra as Music Director Laureate. We are, of course, delighted 
by that. What would you say to our public about how they can support 
this orchestra?

JL: First, there is no major city in the United States without a major 
orchestra. If we are “America’s Finest City,” then the orchestra is 
indispensable.  During our Centennial, Sir James Galway said, “You have a 
hidden precious jewel here. You have to fi nd a way to keep the jewel intact. 
If you don’t preserve it, it may get stolen or cracked.” 

We go from the bankruptcy to where we are now: a major orchestra with 
a stellar reputation. People have heard about us and word of mouth alone 
is spreading. But it’s not enough to say, “Okay, we’re accomplished now.” 
There’s more to do. We need support; we need everyone to know this is 
a treasure. It has taken great dedication to get this far— on the part of 
Irwin and Joan Jacobs, the board and the staff , and on the part of all these 
great musicians.   

I give my all in every rehearsal to make sure the orchestra can probe the 
deepest meaning of the music. That’s the challenge and at times, it can be 
tedious. When you come to a concert, you don’t know the amount of work 
and sacrifi ce that the musicians have put in. If you are moved by the sound 
you hear, then it’s both your obligation and your privilege to help maintain 
your orchestra—for the next generation, as well. In the next few weeks I will 
be working with young people at the Cleveland Institute of Music. Why? 
Because I can pass on my talent and experience to the next generation.  
The same is true of what a great orchestra can do in a great city. 

MG: Jahja, thank you for these incredible 13 years, for your passion and for 
everything you have given to this orchestra. You have inspired them. 

JL: This has been a special privilege, to help rebuild this orchestra. I am 
very thankful to God. That kind of opportunity does not come incidentally. 
I’m also grateful for the people in San Diego, our Board of Directors, our 
musicians, our staff  who have been wonderful in supporting me throughout 
the years, and especially to our volunteers. And I am proud that we have a 
community that stands behind and supports our great orchestra.

MG: Well, we will all be here to continue to support what you’ve done. 
Thank you from all of us.

JL: Thank you. 


